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Bosnia and Herzegovina- http://www.elektroprivreda.ba   

 

SMALL HYDRO-POWER PLANTS-In the Sava River Basin 

It is assessed that that total technical potential of water streams appropriate for 
construction of small hydro-power plants in BiH is 100.63 MW or 12.64 of total hydro 
potential in BiH. Used part of this potential is very small. 
There are many justified reasons for usage of renewable energy of small water 
streams, like required engagement of small investment which return fast, short 
construction time and minimum maintenance costs, safety of supply in local scope, 
preservation of non-renewable energy sources (coal and oil) etc. 
 
Each kWh of generated electricity in small hydro-power plants saves or replaces 1.0 
kg of brown coal with average heat production or 0.25 of crude oil. 
 
JP Elektroprivreda BiH owns eight distribution hydro-power plants with total installed 
capacity of 19.82MW.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Republika Srpska-http://www.elektroprivreda-rs.com/pocetna.htm 

 

 

Vrbas Basin 
 
 
Hydropower Potential Of Vrbas River Basin, on the territory 
of Republika Srpska  

 

Layout and possibilities of building hydropower facilities and the side effects which 
can be caused by using the hydro potential of the Vrbas River Basin are specified 
in Water Resources Management Master Plan which is published in 1997. The 
section of the document regarding Vrbas River Basin regards only on the part of 
the river which is down stream of Bocac and main tributaries on the territory of 
Republika Srpska. Changes are connected only to the reservoirs which take 
effects on the water regime and water quality of the river Vrbas down stream of  
the Delibasino village. 

Basic characteristics of the reservoirs given in Water Resources Management 
Master Plan 

Reservoir 

Effective 
volume of the 

reservoir  
(hm3) 

Average flow 
per year  
(m3/s) 

Potential 
energy 

generation per 
year  

(GWh) 

Potential 
increase of 

minimum flows 
(m3/s) 

Janjske Otoke 72,50 8,22 101,30 3,82 



Vrletna Kosa 95,00 5,98 63,20 4,13 
Bočac 42,90 83,00 293,70 5,31 
Krupa 5,80 84,90 137,20 - 
Banja Luka - 
niska 

7,60 93,80 178,00 - 

Čelinac 43,00 13,01 28,70 3,78 

All studies, which are done until now, are showing that most beneficiary is to plan 
construction of the hydro power facilities in the middle part of the basin (Bočac, 
Krupa, Banja Luka-niska, Novoselija) and on the main tributaries. 

1,09 milliards kWh ili 62% of the total hydro power potential of the basin comes 
from the main tributaries (Pliva, Ugar, Crna Rijeka i Vrbanja), and on the rest of 
them 0,67 milliards kWh, or 38%. 

Hydro power potential of Vrbas River Basin on the territory of Republika Srpska is 
1895 GWH or 59.2 % of total hydro power potential of the basin. In existing 
hydro power facility, hydro power plant Bocac, which has an available power 
capacity of 110 MW, is in use only 307 GWH or 16.2 % of total potential of these 
facility. 

In this basin it is planned on the territory of Republika Srpska, 9 hydro power 
plants. 

Basic energy potentials of these HPP are given in the table. 

Name  
Average 

flow  
(m3/s) 

Available  
flow capacity 
of the facility 

(m3/s) 

Total volume 
of the 

reservoir  
(hm3) 

Potential 
energy 

generation  
(GWh) 

Available 
capacity 
(MW) 

Bočac 78,40 240,00 52,10 307,50 110,00 
Krupa 80,60 240,00 7,87 140,10 48,50 
Banja Luka - 
niska 

87,40 150,00 11,50 186,94 37,20 

Novoselija 94,50 155,00 3,00 69,98 16,40 
Delibašino 
selo 

113,60 105,00 0 19,60 2,62 

Trn 116,30 160,00 0 139,90 24,01 
Laktaši 121,65 160,00 0 95,20 16,18 
Kosjerevo 125,30 160,00 0 102,00 13,30 
Razboj 126,60 160,00 0 102,10 16,87 

In this moment preliminary design projects for hydro power plants are revising 
/HPS Krupa, Banja Luka and Novoselija/, taking into consideration  the 
environmental effects of these facilities. For these HPP’s Feasibility studies are 
done and the tender documentation  for the construction works and equipment 
are in procedure. 

Main Tributaries of the Vrbas River 
Economicly justifiable hydro power potentials of the main tributaries of the Vrbas 
River (Pliva, Ugar, Crna Rijeka i Vrbanja) are given based on the studies and 
technical documentation which are produced so far.  

 



Basic energy characheristic of the planned HPP on the main tributaries of the 

Vrbas River  

Name of the 
facility 

Average 
flow  

(m3/s) 

Available  
flow capacity 

of the 
facility 
(m3/s) 

Total volume 
of the 

reservoir 
(hm3) 

Potential 
energy  

generation 
(GWh) 

Available 
capacity 
(MW) 

 River Pliva: 
 Jovići 18.60 22.00 0 4.20 0.55 
 Glavica I 19.80 22.00 0 7.10 0.93 
 Duljci 37.37 44.00 0 7.50 1.10 
 Jajce I - izg. 38.49 74.00 22.5 216.90 51.93 
 River Janj: 
Janjske Otoke 8.22 20.00 83.00 101.30 29.57 
Bašići 12.59 20.00 0 7.60 1.41 
 River Sokočnica: 
 Sokočnica 1.22 4.00 0 1.80 0.68 
 River Ugar: 
 Melina 3.08 5.00 0 22.5 5.10 
 Zapeće 3.82 5.00 0 8.00 1.60 
 Vrletna kosa 5.99 18.00 112.00 63.20 25.50 
 Ugar - ušće 6.90 40.00 8.30 23.60 15.62 
 Crna River: 
 Mrkonjić Grad 1.20 4.00 0 7.10 2.70 
 Staro Selo 1.85 4.00 14.80 6.90 1.70 
 River Vrbanja: 
 Divič 0.65 1.50 0 10.90 3.15 
 Kruševo 1.25 1.50 0 1.30 0.24 
 Šiprage 2.59 7.00 67.00 11.80 4.70 
 Stopan 2.96 7.00 0 4.30 1.17 
 Grabovica 4.66 15.00 44.00 13.70 6.67 
 Koritine 4.72 15.00 0 5.50 2.01 
 Jurići 5.08 15.00 0 16.70 5.68 
 Orahovo 5.43 15.00 0 3.90 1.22 
 Obodnik 6.52 15.00 0 9.10 2.42 
 Vrbanjci 6.79 15.00 0 12.70 3.29 
 Kotor Varoš  I 9.80 15.00 1.50 17.50 3.35 
 Šibovi 11.27 15.00 0 15.30 2.68 
 Čelinac I 13.21 30.00 56.00 28.70 9.54 
 Gradina 15.85 30.00 0 17.90 4.13 
 Rudine 16.13 30.00 0 5.30 1.21 
 Vrbanja I 16.20 30.00 0 10.90 2.48 
 Vrbanja II 16.74 30.00 0 5.50 1.21 
 Vrbanja III 16.80 30.00 0 5.60 1.24 

 

 



Hydropower Potential Of Drina River Basin , on the territory 
of Republika Srpska  
 

Drina river originate from two rivers, Tara river and Piva river. Direction of the 
Drina river is from south to north, and it is a tributary of the Sava river. 

Energy potentials of Drina river basin.  

Economicly usefull potential of Drina river on teritory of Republika Srpska 

Total  1.365,7 MW 

Existing  315 MW 

Potential  1.050,7 MW 

Average production of energy on the facilities based  in Republika Srpska 

On existing facilties  1.010 GWh 

On potentila facilities  3.947,1 GWh 

 

Characteristics of the hydro power potential of Drina river basin with 
tributaries 

Available
capacity 

Energy 
generation

Belongs to 
Republika Srpska River HPP 

MW GWh/god. % MW GWh 

Level of 
construction 

Residual 
potential belongs 

to.., 

 Buk Bijela 450 1.158 74 333 856,9 
 Gl. 
Projekat/Main 
Design Project 

 Crna 
Gora/Montenegro 

 Srbinje/Foca 55,5 195 100 55,5 195 
 Gl. 
Projekat/Main 
Design Project 

 

 Paunci 43,2 156,3 100 43,2 156,3 
 Id. Rješenje/ 
Preliminary 
Design Project 

  

 Višegrad 315 1.010 100 315 1.010 
 U 
proizvodnji/under 
construction 

 Srbija/Serbia 

 V. Tegare 248 1.024 50 124 512  Studija/study  Srbija/Serbia 
 Dubravica 105 431 50 52,5 215,5  Studija/study  Srbija/Serbia 
 Kozluk 67,2 373 50 33,6 186,5  Studija/study Srbija/Serbia 
 Drina I 68,5 380 50 34,2 190  Studija/study  Srbija/Serbia 
 Drina II 68,5 380 50 34,2 190  Studija/study  Srbija/Serbia 

DRINA 

 Drina III 68,5 380 50 34,2 190  Studija/study  Srbija/Serbia 

LIM  Mrsovo 37,3 148,1 100 37,3 148,1 
 Id. Projekat/ 
Preliminary 
Design Project 

  



 Vikoč 33,3 129,8 70 23,3 90,8 
  Id. Projekat/ 
Preliminary 
Design Project 

 Crna 
Gora/Montenegro 

 Falovići 9,2 35,8 100 9,2 35,8 
 Id. Projekat/ 
Preliminary 
Design Project 

 

 Prvnići 6,1 25 100 6,1 25 
  Id. Projekat/ 
Preliminary 
Design Project 

  

 Hreljava 4,8 20,5 100 4,9 20,5 
  Id. Projekat/ 
Preliminary 
Design Project 

  Ćehotina 

 Brioni 3,6 15,6 100 3,6 15,6 
 Id. Projekat/ 
Preliminary 
Design Project 

 

 68 small HPP Other 
tributaries  221,9 919,1 100 221,9 919,1 Studija/study  

 TOTAL: 1805,6 6.781,2  1365,7 4.957,1   

  

 

 

 

HPP BUK BIJELA-planned HPP 
 
Basic of the energy genaration potential 
of the Drina River Basin. 
 
HPP Buk Bijela will be the largest one in 
the Drina River Basin, regarding the 
volume of the reservoir, available capacity, 
and average energy generation. The basic 
parametars are limitated with the position 
of the existing up stream based HPP's 
(HPP Piva on the Piva river and HPP Bijeli 
Brijeg on the Tara river) as well as with 
the existing infastrucuture and cities 
(town of Srbinje/Foca).    Planned look of the HPP Buk Bijela 
 
 

Basic energy parametars of the HPP Buk Bijela 

Area of the river basin  4.044 km2 

Average flow through the years  175 m3/s 

Total volume of the reservoir   410 x 106 m3 

Effective volume of the reservoir   328 x 106 m3 

 



Flow capacity  600 m3/s 

Average energy generation per year   1.150 GWh 

 
 
HPP SRBINJE 
 
Compensating reservoir for the HPP Buk Bijela 
 
 
According to the water management 
limitations for effective functioning of the HPP 
Buk Bijela, having in mind water level in the 
Drina river in the town of Srbinje/Foca and 
other down stream municipalities, it is 
necessary to have a compensating reservoir 
located between HPP Buk Bijela and town of 
Srbinje/Foca with volume of 7,6 x 106 m3. 
Having in mind topografical, geological, 
hydrogeological and urban planning 
conditions, it is forssen for the compensating 
resorvoir to take place near municipality 
Tabaci, 8.5 km downstream from HPP Buk Bijela (500 m up stream of the town of 
Srbinje/Foca). 

 

Area of the river basin  4.533 km2 

Average flow through the years  193,4 m3/s 

Total volume of the reservoir   7,6 x 106 

Effective volume of the reservoir   4,6 x 106 

Flow capacity 450 m3/s 

Average energy generation per year   195 GWh 

 
 
Hydro Power potential at smaller rivers in the Drina River Basin is treated on the 
level of studies, which says that it is possible to build 20 facilities with capacity of 
0.5 MW. 
 
 
Hydropower Potential Of Bosna River Basin, on the territory 
of Republika Srpska  
 
One part of the main stream of the Bosna river, from the town of Maglaj to 
confluance with the Sava river, is located on the teritory of Republika Srpska. 
 
Unused hydro power potential of the Bosna river is 364 GWH. 
 
 
 



Serbia-http://www.eps.co.yu  
 
 
Existing Facilities- 
http://www.eps.co.yu/onama/facilitieselectric.htm  
 

Facilities for electric power generation  
 

HYDRO POWER PLANTS- http://www.eps.co.yu/onama/hydroplants.htm  
 

HPP Djerdap I HPP Bajina Basta HPP Potpec 
 

- Economic Assosiation "HPP Djerdap", plc 
- Economic Assosiation " HPPs Drinsko-limske" plc  
 
The total capacity of nine hydro power plants with fifty hydro units is 
2,831 MW, which makes almost 34 percent of EPS's total electric power 
potential.  
 
Hydro power plants produced 11,021 GWh in 2004, which makes 31 
percent of the total electric power production of the Electric Power 
Industry of Serbia.  
 
Hydro Power Plants (HPPs) are: 
 
Economic Assosiation HPP Djerdap, plc with its subsidiaries: 
- HPP Djerdap I (with 6 units) 
- HPP Djerdap II (with 10 units) 
- HPP Pirot (with 2 units) 
- HPP Vlasina (with 10 units) 
 

Hydro power plants in Sava River Basin. 
Economic Assosiation HPPs Drinsko-limske, plc with its subsidiaries: 
- HPP Bajina Basta (with 4 units) 
- RHPP Bajina Basta (with 2 units) 
- HPP Limske (with 8 units) 
- HPP Zvornik (with 4 units) 
- HPP Elektromorava (with 4 units) 
 
The first hydro power plants were put into operation back in 1955 – HPP Vlasina, 
followed by HPP Elektromorava (1954-1957). However, HPP Djerdap is considered 
to be the Queen of all hydro power plants.  
Construction of HPP "Djerdap I" began as early as 1964, through joint investment 
of Yugoslavia and Romania. The first units were put into operation in 1970, and 
the whole plant was put into operation on 16 May, 1972. 
The basic activity of this hydro power plant is not only electric power production, 
but also operation of water locks in the "Djerdap I" and "Djerdap II" system.  



HPP "Djerdap I" has two-level water locks (ships enter the chamber and then they 
are "led" into the end water level of the Danube at the chamber end). In terms of 
chamber dimensions, these water locks are among the largest ones in the world.  
The construction of HPP "Djerdap II" officially began on 3 December 1977, and 
the first units were put into operation in 1985. This hydro power plant consists of: 
a power plant, water lock, spillway and non-spillway dam, as well as a dam 
crossing in the middle of which is the border between the two countries. The 
project allows a possibility for construction of a railroad across the dam. 
 

PLACE AND ROLE OF HYDRO POWER PLANTS  
IN THE ELELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM 

 
 
The run-of- the river hydro power plants 
 
Hydro PowerPlant Djerdap 1 has a comparatively small dynamic volume, but 
under the daily operation regime with two peaks and together with HPP Djerdap 2 
as a compensating reservoir, it manages to place a major part of generation into 
the variable part of load diagram. The power plant is a storage plant, with short 
supply components and backing up (water pipe-turbine-generator-discharge pipe), 
which enables rapid change of load. The unit capacity is 175 MW.  
 
HPP Djerdap 2 is virtually a compensating reservoir and most of its production 
is placed in the constant part of the load diagram. It cannot, therefore, take part 
in the system’s load regulation. It is also limited by navigation requirements 
(Qmin =2000m3/s) and permitted water level oscillations of 60 cm at the mouth 
of the River Timok. The unit capacity is 27 MW.  
 
 
Hydro power plants in Sava River Basin 
 
HPPs Zvornik , Bajina Basta and Potpec are power plants with possibilities for 
daily and weekly water regulation, respectively ( Bajina Basta ). The smallest 
regulation possibilities are at HPP Zvornik, due to filled-in storage reservoir. By 
constructing plants on the section Zvornik - Bajina Basta, the variable operation 
problem of HPP Zvornik (power plants in a sequence) would be solved. This group 
of power plants may take part in the system’s load regulation and may also take 
part in providing the rotating reserve, and they may therefore also use the 
seasonal regulated waters in the upstream storage reservoirs ( Piva, Uvac, Kokin 
Brod ). 
 
HPP Ovcar Banya and Medjuvrsje (among the oldest plants) are, according to 
their characteristics, actually distribution plants. The size of the installed 
discharge (40m3/s) compared to the available water pipe (34m3/s), and 
particularly the sediment filling in the storage reservoir, practically define the 
production of these plants as a constant part of the load diagram.  
 
 
Storage hydro power plants 
 
Hydro Power Plants Limske (Uvac, Kokin brod, Bistrica) have an available large 
storage area and in that sense are very flexible and widely used resource. They 
may be used practically for all purposes in the system, from regularly meeting the 
consumption in terms of energy and capacity, through all forms of reserves in the 
system (also including the cold reserve), up to load regulation in the system and 
seasonal water regulation. The long water pipe at HPP Bistrica prevents faster 



load changes, however the existing ones are sufficient.  
 
HPPs on the River Vlasina, given a high degree of installed capacity (Qi =18m3/s) 
and volume of 107 miliona m3, are also plants with a wide spectre of application 
in the system. Given the performed repumping of waters ( PSP Lisina ), they may 
be used for all purposes in the electric power system, including cold reserve.  
 
HPP Pirot with a useful volume of 130 miliona m3 and installed discharge of 
42m3/s is also convenient for all system purposes. A somewhat longer tunnel 
reduces the velocity of load change, but does not jeopardise this power plant 
function (load-frequency regulation).  
 
 
Reversible hydro power plant 
 
The Electric Power System of Serbia also possesses one specific plant, the 
reversible hydro power plant Bajina Basta. In the generator operation regime, 
this plant is practically a hydro power plant with all its advantages – 
characteristics. In pumped operation this plant has very rigid characteristics. The 
rate of efficiency of the pumping-turbining cycle is 0.73, which defines this entire 
plant as a consumer. Water inflow into the upper storage reservoir is insignificant 
in comparison to the pumped amount of water. These reasons call for rational use 
of this plant in the sense of the greatest possible commitment of capacity in 
generator operation in the shortest possible time. Commitment in pumped 
operation should be adjusted, as far as possible, to the load diagram shape, in 
the sense of increasing or possibly reducing it, or preventing spillways and 
facilitating technical minimums of thermal power plant units.  
 
It may be said that, compared to a conventional hydro power plant, a reversible 
hydro power plant does not use a recoverable resource (apart from taking over 
spillways ). Therefore, there are no conveniences such as ¨free fuel¨, but it 
depends less on the hydrological conditions, and considerably more on the state 
of the thermal power plants’ subsystem. The efficiency of storage volume (150 
million m3 ; 190 GWh) classifies this plant in the list of very convenient and 
useful ones in terms of providing a part of cold reserve in the system. 
 
 
 
The basic developments objectives 
 
 
The basic development objectives of Public Enterprise Electric Power Industry of 
Serbia in the period 2002-2006 are:  

• Reduction of electricity deficit, in order to continuously meet the 
consumption in Serbia without systematic imports,  

• Rapid economic and financial consolidation and transition to positive 
business activities,  

• Better cooperation with the European electric power industries and more 
greater role in the regional electricity market,  

• Implementation of priority measures and establishment of a new 
relation in terms of environmental protection.  

The most important assumptions for realization of the aforesaid objectives are:  



• Growth of electricity prices, in order to enable business activities without 
losses as soon as possible,  

• Regulation of relations between SCG and international financial institutions 
and creditors,  

• Reforms in the electric power sector which will, by making changes in the 
organizational and subsequently ownership structure and by introducing 
market elements, lead to more efficient business activities.  

The strategic activities for achieving the set goals and the basic development 
trends of EPS are:  

• Rationalization of electricity consumption,  

• Improved maintenance, recovery, revitalization and modernization of 
existing facilities,  

• Replacement of lignite mines where reserves are almost exhausted,  

• Completion of generating facilities under construction and commencement 
of construction of new facilities, as well as construction of transmission 
facilities,  

• Reduction of electricity losses in distribution,  

• Restructuring and operation and business improvement, respectively,  

More efficient utilization of own resources in order to start profitable activities, 
which are not included in EPS’s basic task content (e.g. telecommunications). 
 
 
Hydro power potentials  
 
The total technical efficiency of Serbia’s hydro power potential is around 
17,000 GWh, where around 15.000 GWh comes from electric power 
plants of over 10 MW capacity. Up to now, somewhat over 10,000 GWh, or 
around 60 percent have been put into operation. The largest part of the 
remaining potential is in the catchment areas of the Drina and the Morava 
Rivers. The remaining potential of the middle and lower course of the Drina River 
is divided between Serbia, Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina.  
 
The remaining potential in power plants of over 10 MW capacity may be used in 
52 hydro power plants, having an average capacity of around 25 MW.  
 
A significant number of future hydro storage reservoirs will have a 
multipurpose character (water supply, water supply industry, energy 
sector etc). Joint funding will make acceptable plants, which would 
otherwise not be profitable, if they were to be constructed only for 
energy needs.  
 
The potential of small hydro power plants up to 10 MW is hardly exhausted at all. 
There is a land registry of these hydro power plants with processed basic 
technical parameters, which includes around 850 plants, having a total 
capacity of around 500 MW and annual generation of 1,500 GWh. 
 
 
 
 
 



New power plants  
 
 
THERMAL POWER PLANT "KOLUBARA 1 and 2"  
 
Thermal power plant "Kolubara B", capacity 2x350 MW, is located at 
approximately 40 km southwest from Belgrade. It was designed as a plant for 
combined heat and power production, for a purpose of supplying heat to Belgrade. 
The construction started in 1988. Part of equipment for the thermal power plant 
has already been agreed by contract and partly delivered (95% of the import part 
of boiler part, steel construction, block transformers, and generators are being 
manufactured). Construction and design works have also been partly agreed by 
contract and realised. Desintegration of former Yugoslavia stopped the realisation 
of the approved World Bank loan for a power plant and lignite mine in 1991. 
Power plant construction has practically been stopped ever since.  
 
The power plant is being constructed next to the lignite open-pit mine "Tamnava-
West field" which is to be its fuel supplier.  
 
Approximately 40% of predicted plant value has been realised. So far, power 
plant and mine construction was financed from EPS’s internal funds and 
commercial credits.  
 
" Kolubara B" is the key plant for meeting electricity consumption growth in 
Serbia at the beginning of the following decade.  
 
TRANSFERRING WATERS OF THE TOPLODOLSKA RIVER INTO STORAGE 
RESERVOIR "ZAVOJ"  
 
HPP "Pirot", near the town of Pirot, 80 MW capacity, along with its storage 
reservoir "Zavoj" with 170,000,000 m3 of water, which enables generation of 
peak energy of cca 120 GWh annually, was put into operation in 1990.  
 
In parallel with construction of this power plant, investment and technical 
documentation was prepared on transferring the Toplodolska River waters into 
the storage reservoir “Zavoj”, their average run being 2,0 m3/sec in the past few 
years. This procedure provides an increased annual production in HPP "Pirot" by 
around 30 GWh and improved energy aspects of the plant. The water shall be 
transferred to storage reservoir "Zavoj", by means of a 5,625 m long supply 
channel, and 3.6 m in diametre.  
 
By the end of 2001, the 2,600 m long supply channel was opened. These works 
were financed from EPS’s internal funds.  
 
The loan for completion of this plant has been approved by the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development.  
 
 
OTHER POWER PLANTS  
 
The water power industry and the electric power industry are jointly preparing 
construction of hydro power storage reservoir and hydro power plant "Arilje" on 
the River Veliki Rzav in the catchment area of the River Morava in Western Serbia. 
The effective storage will be 21 million m3, the power plant capacity 7.1 MW, and 
the annual production 22 GWh. This storage reservoir is the first phase of the 
water power and energy system "Rzav". Storage reservoir "Arilje" will be used for 
providing drinking water (1,200 lit/sec) for the already constructed regional 



waterpower system "Rzav", for the cities of Cacak, Lucani, Pozega, Arilje i Gornji 
Milanovac (population of approximately 300,000). Underway is preparation of the 
main designs.  
 
Hydro Brodarevo – upstream should be in operation by 2008. The power plant is 
in the middle course of the River Lim, upstream of Brodarevo, close to the border 
with Montenegro. The foreseen capacity is 51MW, and the average annual 
production 190GWh. The power plant is run-of-the river type. Construction should 
take 4 years.  
 
Storage Hydro Power Plant Ribarici, capacity 46.7 MW and annual production 76 
GWh, is in the upper course of the Ibar River, in the north of Serbia.  
 
Hydro Power Plants Celije (4 MW and 13 GWh) on the Rasina River near Krusevac 
and Bovan (2 MW and 7 GWh), on the Moravica River near Aleksinac, will be 
constructed on existing storage reservoirs intended for water supply.  
 
Documentation is being prepared and possibilities are being considered for 
construction of other lignite-fired thermal power plants and lignite mines, as well 
as natural gas-fired power plants with combined gas and steam cycles. Fast 
construction of these additional plants, in case there is still no possibility for 
power plant construction at Kosmet, would make it possible to cover consumption 
in the forthcoming period, which might possibly be larger than envisaged. These 
plants are taken into consideration as a possible alternative for Thermal Powr 
Plant "Kolubara B". Investigations are also underway concerning reconstruction of 
turbines at District Heating Plant "Beograd" (total 84 MW) in order to use natural 
gas, as well as concerning justification of building in gas turbines in the existing 
natural-gas fired plants (e.g. at Combined Heat and Power Plant "Novi Sad").  
 
The mentioned and other possible projects (e.g. hydro storage) will be also 
considered in the function of evaluation in the regional and and broader electricity 
market.  
 
Changes in regulation and electricity price growth will also enable and make 
attractive construction of smaller power plants, first of all small hydro power 
plants and industrial plants for combined heat and power production.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Croatia-http://www.hep.hr/index.html  
 
http://www.hep.hr/proizvodnja/en/basicdata/index.html  
 

  

HEP Generation has 25 hydro power plants organized in three generation areas 
(North, West, South), 15 operative areas, Dubrovnik Hydro Area,4 thermal power 
plants and 3 cogeneration plants.  

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Today in Croatia there are 21 HPP currently in use and they make 43% of total 
energy generation in the country (available capacity of the HPP s are 52% of total 
available capacity for energy generation) . They are grouped by the river basins:  
Production area North (HPP Varazdin, HPP Cakovec and HPP Dubrava) 
Production area West ( HPP Vinodol, HPP Senj, HPP Gojak, HPP Rijeka, HPP 
Sklope, HPP Ozalj, HPP Fužine) 
Production area South (HPP Zakučac, HPP Velebit, HPPOrlovac, HPP Kraljevac, 
HPP Peruća, HPP Đale, HPP Miljacka, CS Buško Blato, HPP Golubić, HPP Jaruga) 
And HPP Dubrovnik 
 
All hydro power plants were issued certificates of electricity production from 
renewable sources, which places HEP Generation among large certified producers 
of renewable energy in Europe (better known in the public under the name "green 
energy") which is becoming increasingly important in the market. 
 
 
BASIC DATA | HYDRO POWER PLANTS | HYDRO NORTH  
http://www.hep.hr/proizvodnja/en/basicdata/hydro/north.html        
 
The river Drava has a total basin of 42238 m2, flowing through five European 
countries. Its length in Croatia is 323 km.  
Three hydro power plants were built on the Drava: Varaždin (1975), Čakovec (1982) 
and Dubrava (1989). They are multi-purpose hydro power plants, the main purposes 
being electricity generation, water supply, flood control, land erosion protection, 
irrigation, drainage, transport.  

The power plants are low-pressure, diversion type and with reservoirs for full daily 
and partial weekly regulation of inflow. Each of the three hydro power plants has a 

Electricity and heat generation 
2005  

Reservoir hydro 
plants 

1405 MW  

Run-of-river 382 MW 

Reversible pump 
turbine hydro plants 

276/9240 MW  

Condensation 
thermal plants 

922 MW  

Cogeneration plants 
517 MWel + 490 
MW t +510 t/h 

H2O  

Total generation capacity 
electricity 3502 MWe 

heat 
490 MW t + 510 

t/h H2O  

Average 
production  

electricity heat 

2005.  
10 080 
GWh 

2544 
GWh  

in TE PLomin 2  
1 1458 
GWh  

  



small generating unit (biological minimum generating unit located at the dam). In 
addition, Čakovec and Dubrava each has two generating units on the left drainage 
ditch. All three power plants are controlled from one point , a Control Center situated 
in Varaždin. This optimizes electricity generation in conformity with optimum water 
management. 
 
 
BASIC DATA | HYDRO POWER PLANTS | HYDRO WEST-
http://www.hep.hr/proizvodnja/en/basicdata/hydro/west.html 
 
 

Generation Area West comprises hydro power plants which utilize water of the rivers 
Krka (Ozalj hydro power plant), Ogulinska Dobra and Zagorska Mrežnica (Gojak hydro 
power plant), Lokvarka and Ličanka (Vinodol hydro power system), Rječina (Rijeka), 
Lika and Gacka (Senj hydro power system).  

The river Kupa springs in the northeastern part of the Mt. Risnjak and flows into the 
river Sava near Sisak. Its main tributaries are: Kupica, Dobra, Korana with Mrežnica 
and Glina. The three above mentioned hydro power plants are built in this basin.  

The entire Vinodol hydro system has been tailored to the requirements of the Vinodol 
hydro power plant. The intake for the Vinodol power plant is in the Bajer reservoir into 
which water from the Lokvarka reservoir is discharged. The Lič pumping station 
pumps part of the Ličanka water and water from the Potkoš reservoir into the main 
supply pipe. The water of the Benkovac stream are also channeled to the Lič pipeline.  

On the Rječina near the village of Grohovo, there is a concrete gravity dam, where 
the intake for the Rijeka hydro power plant and the reservoir are situated.  

The Senj hydro system utilizes water potential of the Lika and the Gacka. The basic 
concept of this system is channeling the river Lika water into the river Gacka, bringing 
it via a common diversion system though the Gacka Field and Mt. Velebit to its coastal 
side and utilization for energy purposes in the Senj hydro power plant.  

The Sklope hydro power plant, as part of the Senj hydro system, is an adjacent-to-
dam plant which utilizes water potential of the river Lika. 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION- 
http://www.hep.hr/proizvodnja/en/environment/index.html   
 

  

Hydro power plants  
All hydro power plants were issued certificates of electricity production from 
renewable sources, which places HEP Generation among large certified producers 
of renewable energy in Europe (better known in the public under the name "green 
energy") which is becoming increasingly important in the market.  
Thermal power plants  
All parts of HEP Generation take all prescribed measures for control of 
environmental impact. At the same time, measures are taken and investments 
are made to reduce all environmental impacts - from thermal power plants' 
emissions through noise control to management of all sorts of waste.  
Emission control  
In all thermal power plants, emissions of all flue gases are continually measured. 
In addition, in several locations in Zagreb and Plomin, special measuring stations 
continually monitor and control emission environmental impact (imissions). The 
results of all measurements indicate that the level of emissions from thermal 



power plants is within permissible values. The fact is that outside Plomin thermal 
power plants - thanks to the installation of the latest technology of desulfurization 
and flue gas filtering coupled with the use of quality coal - one cannot tell 
whether plants are in operation, because emission and imissions from both 
Plomin units are well below limit values.  
The RETZOK Project includes special monitoring of all environmental 
investments in accordance with EU directives with each invoice related to 
environmental investments being separately monitored.  
Cleaner Generation Project 

In line with the Athens Agreement on Energy Community, adopted by the 
Republic of Croatia among others, in constant attempt to improve energy 
efficiency of power and heat generation in all generating plants of HEP 
Proizvodnja d.o.o. and to expand the use of renewable energy sources - 
technological solutions and procedures that may contribute to cleaner 
generation of energy are continuously being considered and implemented 
according to a specific schedule and priorities. HEP Proizvodnja d.o.o.  has been 
making efforts to comply with Chapter V of the Athens Agreement by taking 
measures to limit air emissions from large thermal power plants and with Chapter 
V which encourages production from renewable energy sources which include 
hydro power plants. 

 
Existing Power Plants in Croatia 
 

 Power plants owned by HEP  

 
  In-

service 
year  

   

  Power plant 
For generation 

it uses  Capacity 

 
      

1895  HE Jaruga 1 river Krka 2 MW
1903   HE Jaruga 2  river Krka  3 MW
1905   HE Miljacka  river Krka  24 MW
1907   "Munjara" Zagreb (danas EL TO)  coal  0.8 MW
1908   HE Ozalj 1  river Kupa  3.2 MW
1908   TE Zvir (Rijeka) coal  5.4 MW
1912   HE Kraljevac 1  river Cetina  25.6 MW
1921   HE Zeleni Vir  river Kupa  1.7 MW
1932   HE Kraljevac 2  river Cetina  46.1 MW
1936   HE Jaruga 2  river Krka  5.6 MW
1952   HE Vinodol  basin Gorski kotar  84 MW
1952   Pumping station Fužine  basin Gorski kotar  4 MW
1952   HE Ozalj 2  river Kupa  2.2 MW
1953   HE Zavrelje  basin of Trebišnjica  2.1 MW
1954   TE Konjščina 1 (today KTE Jertovec)  coal  14.8 MW
1955   EL TO Zagreb 2  coal  33.4 MW
1958   TE Konjščina 2  coal  25 MW

1959   HE Gojak  
rivers Mrežnica and 
Dobra  

48 MW

1960   Peruča  river Cetina  41.6 MW
1962   HE Zakučac 1  river Cetina  216 MW
1962   TE TO Zagreb 1  coal  25 MW
1965   HE Dubrovnik  basin Trebišnjice  216 MW



1965   HE Senj  basin of Gacka and Lika  216 MW
1968   HE Rijeka river Rječina 36.8 MW
1970   HE Sklope  basin of Gacka and Lika  22.5 MW
1970   TE Sisak 1  oil (heavy fuel oil)  210 MW
1970   TE Plomin 1  coal  98 MW

1974   Pumping station Buško Blato  
waters of basin Buško 
Blato  

10.8 MW

1974   HE Orlovac  
waters of basin Buško 
Blato  

237 MW

1975   HE Varaždin  Drava  86.6 MW
1976   KTE Jertovec  gas/ light fuel oil  60 MW
1976   TE Sisak 2  oil (heavy fuel oil)  210 MW
1976   TE TO Osijek  heavy fuel oil  42 MW
1978   TE Rijeka  heavy fuel oil  303 MW
1979   TE TO Zagreb 2  heavy fuel oil  110 MW
1981   HE Golubić  river Krka  6.5 MW
1981   HE Zakučac 2  basin of Cetina  270 MW
1982   EL To Zagreb 3  heavy fuel oil  8.6 MW
1982   HE Čakovec  river Drava  82 MW
1984   Reversible HE Velebit  Zrmanja and Štikada  276 MW
1985   Pumped storage HE Lepenica  Gorski Kotar  1.33 MW
1985   PTE (TE TO) Osijek  gas / light fuel oil  48 MW
1988   small HE Krčić  river Krka  0.44 MW
1989   HE Dubrava  river Drava  82 MW
1989   HE Đale  basin of Cetina  40.8 MW
1993   installation of diesel units in Dalmatia  diesel  29 MW
1994   PTE Dujmovača  diesel  48 MW
1994   PTE Slavonski Brod  light fuel oil  13.5 MW
1997   relocation of diesel units to Vukovar  diesel  29 MW

1998   
relocation of PTE Dujmovača to 
EL TO Zagreb (Unit H)  

gas  48MW

2000   TE Plomin 2  coal  192MW

2003   
Cogeneration combined-cycle unit inTE 
TO Zagreb  

gas  202 MW

HPP’s that are in the Sava Basin are bolded. 
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All information’s that are presented here are collected from the Internet. Further 
information’s can be obtained from the listed web sites. 


